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	Services & Prices
	
		
			IT3000 Services
			We are passionate about all of the services we offer here at IT3000, so much so that the amount of information we have on each service could fill its own website. So that's what we decided to do! Each of the links to the right takes you to a dedicated microsite for that service, filled with key facts, prices, benefits and FAQs.

Or you can click on the button below for a brief overview of all of our services and solutions.



		
	All IT3000 Services




	
			What do we offer?
			

		
	IT Support
	Backup & Disaster Recovery
	Cloud Solutions
	Telephony
	WIFI & Cabling
	CCTV
	Connectivity
	Microsoft 365



	
			Vulnerability Scans
	Consultancy
	Web Development
	Integrations
	WordPress
	Web Hosting
	SEO
	View All Services









	Industries
	
		
			IT3000 Industries
			Since we were established as an IT support provider in 2006, we’ve provided IT support and services to everyone from schools to stockbrokers.

Click on the button below for a brief overview of the industries we've worked with.

Don’t see your industry? We can still help you. Whatever your problem or requirement, chances are, we’ve seen it before. Contact us to see how we can work together.



		
	Industries




	
			Who do we work with?
			

		
	Construction Industry
	Design Industry
	Education Sector
	Engineering Industry
	Finance Sector
	Healthcare Sector



	
			Legal Industry
	Leisure and Hospitality Industry
	Logistics Industry
	Manufacturing Industry
	Not For Profit and Charity Sectors
	Retail Industry
	View All Industries









	Protect Your Data
	
		
			Protect Your Data
			Whilst you can implement tools and best practices to minimise vulnerabilities and threats, and there are many that we recommend, there is unfortunately no method to eradicate these entirely.

Click on the button below to find out more about the potential threats to your data and how you can protect against them.



		
	Protect Your Data




	
			What could affect you?
			

		
	Untargeted Cyber Attack
	Targeted Cyber Attack
	Natural Disaster
	Data Corruption
	RFID & NFC Attack
	Accidental Data Loss
	View all the potential threats and ways you can protect your data



	
			How can you protect your data?
			

		
	Have a Comprehensive Backup & DR Strategy
	Review Your Backup Regularly
	Set Up Multi Factor Authentication
	Stay Informed









	Discover AI
	
		
			Discover AI
			Welcome to the fascinating world of Artificial Intelligence (AI), where cutting-edge technologies are transforming industries and revolutionising the way we live and work. With AI, businesses can unlock new levels of efficiency, make data-driven decisions, and create personalised and engaging experiences for their customers.



		
	Discover AI




	
			Learn about AI and how it can enhance your business
			

		
	Demystifying AI: What is Artificial Intelligence?
	AI in Daily Interactions: Enhancing our Everyday Lives
	AI Platforms: Powering Intelligent Solutions



	
			Unlocking AI's Potential: Empowering Your Business for the Future
	AI and Ethics: Exploring the Debate









	Help Centre
	
		
			IT3000 Help Centre
			From remote working advice to business relocations our help centre is here for you!

Simply click on the button below to access client tools or browse our library of help topics.



		
	IT3000 Help Centre




	
			We've Got Your Back
			

		
	Get Remote Support
	Access Your Client Area
	Book a Meeting
	Contact Us



	
			Popular Help Topics
			

		
	Have you reviewed your backup?
	Is your business moving?
	What is Microsoft Multi-Factor Authentication?
	View All Help Topics









	Company
	
		
			IT3000. Making IT Better
			We are a Midlands and South West based IT support provider who specialise in providing IT support and services to organisations nationwide. Our extensive help desk team, as well as offices in Leicestershire and Dorset allow us to work with a wide variety of companies across the UK.



		
	About IT3000




	
			Our Company
			

		
	Meet The IT3000 Team
	Our Office Locations
	About Us
	Our History
	Latest News
	Careers at IT3000



	
			Our Ethos
			

		
	Community
	Sustainability









	Contact
	
		
			Contact The IT3000 Team
			Whether you're looking for advice, want to change IT support provider or are interested in any of the IT services we offer, we'd love to hear from you.

You can contact the IT3000 team using any of the methods to the right, or click on the button below to complete our contact form or find our address details.



		
	Contact IT3000




	
			How to get in touch with us?
			

		
	Call us on 01455 247 830
	Text us on 07897 001 247
	Email us at hello@it3000.co.uk
	Message us on Facebook
	Book a Meeting
	View All Contact Details



	
			Find us online!
			

		
	Our Social Feed
	Facebook
	Instagram
	Twitter
	LinkedIn
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	Remote Support
	Home
	Services & Prices
	All Services
	IT Support
	Backup & Disaster Recovery
	Cloud Solutions
	Telephony
	WIFI & Cabling
	CCTV
	Connectivity
	Microsoft 365
	Vulnerability Scans
	Consultancy
	Web Development
	Integrations
	WordPress / CMS
	Web Hosting
	SEO



	Industries
	Protect Your Data
	Untargeted Cyber Attack
	Targeted Cyber Attack
	RFID & NFC Attack
	Natural Disaster
	Data Corruption
	RFID & NFC Attack
	Accidental Data Loss
	Multi factor authentication
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	Real Challenges, Real Solutions - Ransomware Data Disaster: Operational and Financial Impact

	
		In today’s digital age, IT security is not just a luxury but a necessity for businesses of all sizes. With increasing online threats, from sophisticated cyber-attacks to data breaches, the importance of robust IT security has never been more critical. This series aims to highlight the key challenges faced by businesses in maintaining IT security, […]

	


	Read More


 
  
    
      
      

      
	
  
	Real Challenges, Real Solutions - CEO Impersonation Scam: Email Account Breach: Risks and Financial Implications

	
		In today’s digital age, IT security is not just a luxury but a necessity for businesses of all sizes. With increasing online threats, from sophisticated cyber-attacks to data breaches, the importance of robust IT security has never been more critical. This series aims to highlight the key challenges faced by businesses in maintaining IT security, […]

	


	Read More


 
  
    
      
      

      
	
  
	Real Challenges, Real Solutions - CEO Impersonation Scam: Network Vulnerability: Facing a Sophisticated Cyber Attack

	
		In today’s digital age, IT security is not just a luxury but a necessity for businesses of all sizes. With increasing online threats, from sophisticated cyber-attacks to data breaches, the importance of robust IT security has never been more critical. This series aims to highlight the key challenges faced by businesses in maintaining IT security, […]
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	Real Challenges, Real Solutions - CEO Impersonation Scam: The Deception of Urgent Financial Requests

	
		In today’s digital age, IT security is not just a luxury but a necessity for businesses of all sizes. With increasing online threats, from sophisticated cyber-attacks to data breaches, the importance of robust IT security has never been more critical. This series aims to highlight the key challenges faced by businesses in maintaining IT security, […]
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	Beware of Rising QR Code Email Scams

	
		We are observing a troubling increase in email scams that leverage QR codes to deceive and exploit. Known as "quishing" (QR code phishing), these scams are sophisticated cyber threats that aim to install malware on mobile devices or steal sensitive information. The Aim of QR Code Scams The primary goal of these scams is to […]
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	Maximizing Efficiency with Microsoft 365

	
		In today’s fast-paced business environment, leveraging the full potential of Microsoft 365 is crucial for enhancing productivity and ensuring robust cybersecurity. As a leading IT support and managed services provider, IT3000 is committed to helping businesses make the most of these tools. The Core of Microsoft 365 Microsoft Business Premium: This suite is more than […]
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	Enhancing Your IT Capabilities: The Synergy of Outsourced IT Support and In-House Teams

	
		In the contemporary business landscape, technology is not merely a tool, but an essential artery of organisational success. Larger organisations often come equipped with their own IT departments to ensure the seamless integration and functioning of technological solutions. However, even with a robust in-house IT team, there are scenarios where outsourced IT support, like the […]
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	Microsoft's Copilot Key: Ushering in the AI-Powered Era of Computing

	
		The Big Announcement: Microsoft has announced the addition of a Copilot key to its keyboards, marking a major shift in how AI is integrated into personal computing. This is the first significant update to the Windows keyboard layout in almost three decades, reflecting the company's commitment to AI. Learn more about the announcement from this […]
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	Embracing the Spirit of Giving: Our Support for Shelter This Festive Season

	
		As the festive season approaches, it's a time for joy, reflection, and, most importantly, giving. At IT3000, we're embracing this spirit wholeheartedly. This year, we've decided to make a meaningful change in how we spread our holiday cheer. A New Tradition: This festive season, we're taking a different approach to spreading cheer. Instead of sending […]
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	Safeguard Your Business: Stay Vigilant Against Phishing Threats

	
		In the realm of cyberspace, the threat of phishing emails and email hacks looms large, becoming ever more sophisticated by the day. Recently, we've observed a surge in deceptive emails, particularly those requesting urgent payments to unfamiliar accounts. At IT3000, we stand by our ethos 'making IT better', and part of that promise is to […]

	


	Read More
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IT3000 Limited
At IT3000 we are an ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 accredited Midlands and South West based IT support/ managed services provider who specialise in providing IT support and services to organisations nationwide. Our extensive help desk team, as well as offices in Leicestershire and Dorset allow us to work with a wide variety of companies across the UK.
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	Subscribe to our mailing list

* indicates required


	Email Address  *

	



    
        Marketing Permissions
        Please select all the ways you would like to hear from IT3000 Limited:

        
		Email Telephone 
        

        You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking the link in the footer of our emails. For information about our privacy practices, please visit our website.

    

    
        We use Mailchimp as our marketing platform. By clicking below to subscribe, you acknowledge that your information will be transferred to Mailchimp for processing. Learn more about Mailchimp's privacy practices here.

    



	
		

		

	
    
    

    

    










            

        	



            
		
		   
		      
		         